Richco, Inc. is pleased to introduce the new Mini Support Post Self-Threading Series. These circuit board supports are an exciting addition to Richco’s line of circuit board hardware. The parts have a snap-fit two prong top mount. The bottom mount is a crosshatch design that self-threads into a metal threaded hole. Simply align the bottom mount with the threaded hole and rotate the part with a slight forward pressure into the hole. The part will become threaded by the hole, providing a solid mounting point. The parts are versatile in that they can be used in both a #4 and M3 threaded hole or nut. The parts are easily applied by hand and are available in a durable Nylon 6/6 material.

**Features:**
- Spaces a printed circuit board from its chassis
- Self-threads into threaded hole or nut
- Durable Nylon 6/6 material

**Benefits:**
- Can be used in both a #4 and an M3 threaded hole or nut
- Quick & easy installation
- Removable